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Abstract　　′

We study shapes of curvilinear triangles of the Apollonian packing in the Eu-
●

clidean plane. For this purpose we introduce an appropriate dynamical system.

By simulating this dynamical system numerically, we find that a fractal attractor

appears and that this attractor has almost the same shape as that of the original
●      ●

packing. We give a mathematical justification for this finding with recourse to some
●

properties of Mobius transformations.
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1　Introduction

Let us consider three circles which contact each other and a curvilinear triangle whose

sides are made of these circles. Inside the curvilinear triangle, we insci,ibe an open disk

which touches all of these circles. Then we have three new curvilinear triangles. Re-

peating this procedure indefinitely, we obtain the well-known Apollonian packing of disks

(Figure 1). The Apollonian packing has a long history of investigation and nowadays

many aspects of it have been revealed (see, e.g. [1], [2], [3], and

In this paper we propose a new type of problem about the Apollonian packing and

solve it. We are concerned with "shape" of the packing, neglecting "size" of it. To state

more clearly, we are concerned with shapes of curvilinear triangles which are made in

the process of the disk packing. Oui･ study is motivated by investigations on sequences
●

of the pedal triangles of a triangle. It is known that these sequences enjoy the ergodic

●
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property (c/ [5], [6]). Namely, beginning from "almost" any triangle, its pedal triangles

may have 'almost" all shapes. Returning to the Apollonian packing, we ask what shapes
●

the curvilinear triangles may have

In order to study this problem, we Brst carry out a numerical simulation, which

displays an emergence of a fractal structure as an attractor of a dynamical system induced

by the Apollonian packing. To our surprise, the displayed attractor has " almost" the same
●

shape as that of the original packing. To explain a meaning of this phenomenon brieny,
■    ●        1             1   ●             ∩                1    ●                              ●

curvilinear triangles of the Apollonian packing may have only exceptional shapes, and

the probability that a curvilinear triangle with such an exceptional shape is formed at

random is precisely equal to the measure of the residual set in the Apollonian packing,

i.e., equal to zero. Our purpose in this paper is to give a precise formulation for the above
●

loose statement and prove it.

2　Formulation of our problem

Let T be a curvilinear triangle of. which three sides have curvatures (i.e., inverses

of radii) α,β and 7. As we concentrate our attention on its shape , not on its size, we

introduce a triple of three non-negative real numbers (x, y, z) where

α　　　　　　β　　　,　　　α
and z=

α+β+7'♂　α+β+7'-り▲▲ー〝　α+β+7
yユ: =

Let M be an equilateral triangle. Then, as x+y+z - 1, a, triple ur,y, z) can be regarded

as barycentric coordinate of a point in M. Thus the shape of a curvilinear triangle T can

be represented by a point in M.

Now we pack an open disk D into T so that it may contact all of three sides of T.

Then we get three new curvilinear triangles T¥,T<i and T3. As is well-known (c/. p.15 of

l71), the curvature a of D is given by

U-α+β+7+2 αβ+β7+7α.

Accordingly, the shapes of 7] (i - 1, 2,3) are represented by coordinates (xi,yi, Zi) (i -

1,2,3), where

(sl,2/l,21) -(読,再録,毒市) ,

(x2,y2,Z2) -記缶,記缶,読) ,

(*3,Jfe>23) - (毒市,謹言,毒市) ･
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At present we introduce three maps /i,fa and fa from M to M by

(1)

fi(x,y,z) - (震三三転,

Mx,y,z) - (市議芋裏,

∴__y
z

l+2/+2+2t > l+y+z+2t

l+2t

l+z+x+2t > l+z+x+2t

f3(x,y,z) - (了手荒巧,蒋若布竜岩塩) ,

where t - Jxy寸おZ十zx. We can express the shapes (x^y^Zi) of Tサas {x^y^Zi) -

fi(x,y,z) (i- 1,2,3).

Returning to the Apollonian packing, as a result of infinite repetitions of the disk
●

packing process, we get a family of curvilinear tria.ngles. The shapes of these curvilinear

triangles can be represented by iterated images of an initial point (a;, y, z) by fi (i - 1, 2, 3),

fin - fi2fh(x,y,z)

So we are faced with a dynamical system on M induced by three maps /i,/2 and fa.

Now we can state our problem precisely: what kind of attractor A does this dynam-

ical system have?, that is, what is the shape of A? Here a word "attractor" means, for

a given (re, j/, z), the set of all limit points of appropriate subsequences of iterated images

fin - fhfiifeyviz) as n tends to the inBnity.

At this point we perform a numerical simulation to display the attractor A (Figure

2). In this agure we can see a remarkable structure, which, roughly speaking, is the same

as the original Apollonian packing. The attractor A seems to consist of a family of closed

curves and their limit points although these closed curves are not circles (with only the

incircle of M being an exception).

3　Main result

In this section we investigate the structure of the attractor A closely. For this purpose

we introduce one iTlore map, which will turn to be a- key tool to study the problem.

Suppose that the side of an equilateral triangle M has the unit length and the centroid

of M lies at the origin of the Euclidean plane. Consider a curvilinear triangle T which
●      ●

is defined by three circles K% (i - 1,2,3) with center at Ki and with equal radius a -

(2 + 1月)/2 (Figure 3), where

･1- y%)>K'- a'71)'and^3- -鴻) ･
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Note that a curvilinear triangle T circumscribes M. Now we introduce a real-valued

function cf> of a variable R-

(2)　　　　　　　　　　p-め(R)-a
i+Vi二5爵

And define a map S from M to Tby

(3)　(C,r?) -S(X,y) - (芸p,芸p - 喜:弓-J-:
where both (X,Y) and (｣,rj) have to be understood as Cartesian coordinates and R -

節. Then we can easily verify the following lemma.
Lemma 1 The map ◎ is a homeomorphismfromM to T.

Now we define three transformations gi (i - 1,2,3) in T by g.L - ◎ ｡fi O◎-1. The

next lemma shows that g^s are geometrically much simpler than /*'s. To state the lemma,

we introduce three circles d (i - 1,2, 3) with center Li and radius a, where

Ll-(0,b),L2- (-Y-b,一芸bI, andL3-紅-¥¥
with b -墨字a. Furthermore, we introduce three lines U (i - 1,2,3): a line l¥ which
passes through two points K2 and i¥3, a line I2 which passes through points Ks and K¥:

and a line Z3 which passes through points K¥ and K2.

Lemma 2　Everygi (i - 1, 2, 3) is a Mobius transformation which is the composition

of an inversion with respect to circle d and a reflection with respect to axis k, with the

inversion being performed first and the reflection next.

Proof We prove the lemma only for g^ for the assertion for g2 and g3 can be

established in similar ways. Consider a point P in M with barycentric coordinate (x, y, z),

and denote its Cartesian coordinate by (X, Y). Since the three vertices of an equilateral

triangle M have Cartesian coordinates (0, ^), (守一普) and (喜-^r), we have

･4)　　　持≡　一之).
To put R - Vx2寸乎it can be easily checked that

l

xy+yz+zx---R2･

Now we consider an image Pi of P by the map /i, and suppose that it has a barycen-

trie coordinate (x¥,y¥, z¥) and a Cartesian coordinate (Xi,Yi). Then, using (1) and (4),

we can deduce

X¥　-

Yx

3X

(5)

5 -2 ¥/3Y+2 ヽ乃Jij元2

響-fy+2 v手巧評
5 -2 v/うY+2 ､乃頂=裏声
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We put R-i - Xf +Yf and px - め(.Ri). Then (5) yields

2､乃　6Y+3Vr二51爵

5 - 2､乃Y + 2､乃V/i二3R2

which in turn, being substituted into (2), gives

,ハ　　　　　Pi　　　　　　5 - 2ヽ乃Y + 2ヽ乃ヽ斤二∴3爵
(6)　　　　≡ -α･

＼リノ　　　　Rl ~　(5+21乃)-(6+2ヽ乃)Y+(3+2ヽ乃)√=言辞

Furthermore, from (2), we can deduce

7　　　　　　　　　　　　R=
2ap

+ Sp2
and Vl -3i?2 =

az -3p'

α2 + 3β2

Now let Q and Qi be images of P and /¥ by S respectively, and suppose that they have

Cartesian coordinates (｣,77) and (｣1,771) respectively. Then, combining (3), (5), (6), and

(7)ワwe obtain

(8)

Similarly

(9)

El-芸xl-

･-｣*-

α2∈

e+(v-by

Therefore both the expression (8) and (9) establish the assertion of the lemma　　　□

Let C be the incircle of M, and let us define a family of closed curves

^i¥ii--in - Hi -fiaMC)
/

forn- 1,2,... andil5i<i,�"�"�"｣ {1,2,3}. Adirectcalculationshowsthat allC{ (i - 1,2,3)

are ellipses, but for n ≧ 2, closed curves dt¥12…In are so complicated that they seem to

be intractable. Thus, instead of C%%Y%2…In) we will consider their images by the map ◎,

･I¥12~"ln　◎(C^...^). Then it can be easily verified that C - ◎(C) - C. Moreover, by

the deBnition of a;'s, we have

･W2~-ln　　◎ ｡ (fin蝣蝣蝣fiJh) (C)

- (9in-9h9h)○◎(C)

- [9in蝣蝣蝣9i,9ix)-C

Consequently, since any Mobius transformation transforms circles into circles with some

obvious exceptions, all closed curves Ciri2...in are really circles.
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Now let us consider the closure of

OO

U U
n-O il,12,->*n∈{1,2,3}

C小2-"i?l

and denote it by A. Here we adopt a convention that Cili2...in indicates C if the length of

indices n equals zero. Following Chapter 18 of l], we call A an Apollonian gasket. Let

V,m2-　be the interior of circle dxi2-　and define open curvilinear triangles

*hh--in -9in'''9i29h*　5

where T- means the interior of T and the above convention is again adopted. Now we
●

can show the following fact.

●

Lemma　3

a

T蝣蝣-T>一蝣
Hvlotrio-inU

andallpairsamongViri2...inandTili2...inj(j-1,2,3)aredisjoint

(b)

A-T¥(J

^n=｡蝣n,i2,崇｣W

{1,2,3}
(c)CirclesCili2...incontactwiththecircleCifandonlyifn0%kforfc-l,2,...,n-1

coincideswithin.thatis,inn{*i>*2,-�",'in-1}-

ProofSincetheinitialcurvilineartriangleconsistsoftheopendiskVandthree

curvilineartriangles%[i-1,2,3),iteratedapplicationsofgisestablishtheassertion(a)

immediately.

Nowweput

A'-T＼UUVh,i2,-,in

>n-Oni2-tnG{l,2,3}

SinceitisobviousthatallCili2...inCA!andA!isclosed,wehaveAcA.Toprove

theconverse,consideranypointQwhichbelongstoA.SinceQisnotcontainedinany

diskVili2...i,withtheaidof(a),wemaychooseasequence{in:n-1,2,...}suchthat

Q J Tui2...i. Since diameters of Tili2...in tend to zero as n tends to the infinity, we see

that Q belongs to a limit set of

Cil U&tri｡ U iyi2i3 ∪
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Sothattheassertion(b)isconfirmed.

Finallywewillprove(c)onlyforcasethatthelastindexinequals1.Forthatcaseit

sufficestoshowthatC*
'ォ1*2…contactwiththecircle/Ciifandonlyifallik{k-1,2,...,n)
equalseither2or3,becauseC-g¥(/Ci).Weprove"ifpartbytheinductionon

n.Supposetheassertionistrueforn-1,thatis,supposethateveryC,
1¥12-_with
ik(k-1,2,‥.,n-1)beingequaltoeither2or3contactwithJC¥.Then,since/Qis

invariantunderbothg<iand#3,bothCili2...in_12andCili2...{,3alsocontactwithK¥.Thus

the"ifpartisshown.

Nowwewillprove"onlyifpartof(c).Tosupposethecontrary,wemayassumethat

thereexistsacircleDili2...inwithsome%kbeingequalto1contactswithK¥.Then,since

n%¥%2-･ik⊂7i,wehave

3
Vil¥12-in⊂%lik+1...in⊂∪%li

3-1

ThusthecircleT>ili2...inevercontactswith/Ci,whichcompletestheproofofthelemma.

[コ

Nowwesynthesizethepreviouslemmastoobtainthefollowingtheorem.●

Theorem1TheattractorAcoincideswiththeimageoftheApolloniangasketA

bytheinverse唾rnamely,A-針'(A).

ProofFirstweshowA⊂◎~(A).Assumingthecontrary,weconsiderasequence

ofpoints{Pn:n-1,2,‥.}suchthateveryPnisaniteratedimageofapointPqbyf^s

anditconvergestoapointPoutside◎-l(A).Transformingthesepointsby◎wehavea

sequenceofpoints{Qn:n-1,2,...}suchthateveryQnisaniteratedimageofapoint

′ヽ′′ヽ′QobygisanditconvergestoapointQoutsideA.SincethepointQliesoutside^4,by

theproperty(b)ofLemma3,itliesinacertainopendiskP;w2...;.Thus,forsufficiently

largen,allQnlieinthesamedisk.Ontheotherhand,thesepointsbelongtocurvilinear

triangleswhicharemadebymorethanniteratedapplicationsofg^s.Thiscontradicts

totheproperty(a)ofLemma3.ThuswehaveAcS(A).

NextweshowA⊃◎-1(A).SincetheattractorAisclosed,itsufficestoshowthat

A⊃Giyi<1...i.nforallC^2...;n.Moreover,sinceAisinvariantunder/;'s,itissufficientto

provethatA⊃C,orequivalently,◎(A)⊃C.Nowtheproperty(c)ofLemma3tellsthat

thecircleCissurroundedbyaninfinitelymanycirclesCili2...in.Moreoveritisobvious

thatdiametersofthesecirclestendtozeroasntendstotheinfinity.Sothatanypoint

onCcanbealimitpointofthesesurroundingcircles.Thuswehavecompletedtheproof

ofthetheorem.□
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